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NOTES ON THE SEQUENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE
FABRICS CALLED PROTO-CORINTHIAN.1
NEAELY every important excavation carried out in recent years on
Greek soil has added to our knowledge of the proto-Corinthian fabric. Thera
and Sparta have appeared as importers of the ware in its earliest days;
Delphi, the Argive Heraion, and Aegina have illuminated its later stages,
with the result that many fresh varieties are now included under this general
heading. The provisional publication by Professor Gabrici of valuable
material from Cuma has enriched our knowledge of the style in its early
phases.2 None the less, the magnificent tomb-series of Syracuse and other
Sicilian sites still afford the best, indeed, the only evidence other than that
of style by which to establish the sequence and duration of the fabrics which
pass under this name. Hence, though the Sicilian material affords but a
partial view, it will be given the chief place in the
following discussion, supplementary evidence being
sought from other sources.
At Syracuse, proto-Corinthian with linear decor-
ation is represented, though somewhat scantily, in
its earliest form, namely the wide-bodied, often
almost spherical lekythos with a small lip which
is sometimes depressed towards the centre. (Fig. I.)3
The shape is not found in Geometric,4 and its origin
is obscure. Its closest parallel is a Cypriote form
found especially at Amathus, which differs from
the proto-Corinthian chiefly in having a much
longer neck.5 In their small size and neat execution the two resemble each
other, and in the general character of their decoration. The Cypriote type
1
 My thanks are due to Professor Myres for
valuable criticisms and suggestions ; to Professor
Orsi and Professor Gabrici for leave to repro-
duce illustrations from their publications quoted
below ; and to Mr. Droop for the drawing of
the Sparta pyxis reproduced in Fig. 17.
2
 Cenni sulla origine dello stile geometrico di
Cuma, Napoli, 1911. The author's final publi-
cation will appear shortly.
3
 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 179, Fig. 78.
4
 A late geometric form from Corinth bears,
however, some resemblance to it. A.J.A. 1905,
FIG. 1.
PI. XIV. B. 4.
5
 Some long-necked vases of this form were
found at Cuma (Gabrici I.e. Fig. 11) and are
regarded by Gabrici as the earliest proto-
Corinthian products; but as they differ from the
certainly proto-Corinthian specimens in having
no slip, and as they are absent from various
sites where early proto-Corinthian abounds, it is
safer to regard them as a distinct fabric.
Possibly they are Cypriote imports ; for other
possible instances of contact between Cuma and
Cyprus in this period see Gabriei, I.e. p- 48.
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has on the shoulder groups of concentric circles, round the body bands
interspersed with fine lines in the Late Mycenaean manner. The handle
frequently runs into a handle-ridge on the neck some way below the lip, a
feature foreign to proto-Corinthian, but often also joins the lip in the usual
way. The proto-Corinthian vases have on the shoulder occasionally rays
diverging from the neck, generally some motive characteristic of Geometric;6
yet with this style the lekythos has but little in common. The maeander is
lacking; so is the division of the design into panels by vertical lines. The
fine lines succeeded by broad bands which form the invariable decoration of
the body have their prototype in the lines and bands of Late Mycenaean ware,
though in that fabric the two elements are intermingled, while in proto-
Corinthian the bands have all gravitated to the bottom of the vase.7 The
fairly common practice of dividing a few lines from the remainder by groups
of vertical zigzags can also be paralleled on Late Mycenaean stirrup vases.8
A motive neither Mycenaean nor Geometric sometimes replaces the shoulder-
ornament on some of these early specimens, viz. the wreath of hanging leaves 9
characteristic of the later lekythos with incised scales generally regarded
as Corinthian, and of the spherical aryballos. It soon drops out of the
proto-Corinthian style; but its occurrence suggests a temporary contact
with some foreign influence which in the case of the other fabric was
more permanent. Some such early contact would explain an instance of
the use of crimson paint unique at this date, viz. for a snake on a Syracusan
lekythos.10
The priority of this wide-bodied type is of course admitted. At
Syracuse it occurs in a few graves only, and those the oldest, containing
either no other material or forms with linear decoration only. It is fairly
abundant at the Argive Heraion, where the sanctuary-deposit goes well back
into the eighth century, at Delphi, at Aegina (Aphaia temple), at Thera, and
at Sparta, where foreign importation all but ceases with the close of the
linear period. It is the predominant form at Cuma, traditionally the oldest
of the Greek colonies in the West; but farther north, in Latium and Etruria,
it occurs very rarely indeed, an indication that its day was over before the
stream of Greek commerce began to flow freely in this region.11
From the first the shape of this lekythos is somewhat fluctuating, truly
spherical forms (Fig. 1) occurring side by side with others in which the
greatest width tends to rise to the level of the shoulders. This tendency
becomes more marked until the spherical form completely disappears and is
replaced by a type with high flat shoulders, tapering sharply towards the
6
 See Tombs ccxxni. , cccvm., cccxxxvn., 9 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 138, Fig. 16.
CDLVI. in the publication of the Syracusan 10 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 151, Fig. 37.
excavations (Orsi, Cimitero del Fusco, Notizie n There is one example in the museum at
deyli Scavi, 1893 and 1895). Corneto and one in the Palazzo dei Conservatori
7
 One skyphos from Aegina has bands alternat- from the cemetery of the iron age on the
ing with groups of fine lines in the Mycenaean Esquiline. For the latter see Mon. Ant. Line.
style. Pallat, Ath. Mitt. 1897, Fig. 8. xv. PI. IX. 10.
8
 Gabrici, I.e. Figs. 15 and 17.
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base (Fig. 2)12 and bearing a general resemblance, often noted, to the Late
Mycenaean stirrup vase. Mycenaean affinities undoubtedly exist in the early
proto-Corinthian fabric, and may well be derived in part through such late
products as the vases from Aegina recently published in the Epliemeris;18 in
part, possibly, from Cyprus. But here it would seem
that another element has at least contributed to fix
the new type From the shoulders downward the
shape of the new lekythos is exactly that of the
skyphos,1* a vase which makes its appearance just
about this date. The trick of hand acquired in
making the new form comes out also in the lekythos.
It may further be noted that from this time on the
lip of the lekythos is invariably flat and tends to grow
wider.
There are two well-marked varieties of skyphos,
shewn in Fig. 3, a, bP The first is of unknown
derivation; the second has a prototype in Late
Geometric.16 A few skyphoi of type a have the line and band decoration of
the lekythos, but almost immediately a new motive appears, the bands being
replaced by rays radiating from the foot of the vase. This ornament becomes
at once normal on the skyphos and frequent on the lekythos. It is in one
sense not entirely new, for as a shoulder ornament radiating from the neck
FIG. 2.
FIG. 3.
it occurs occasionally on lekythoi of the earliest type; moreover the dog-
tooth ornament of Geometric sometimes takes up a position near the foot of
the vase with something of the same effect.17 But the position absolutely at
the foot is a novelty and serves to some extent as a date-mark. Along with
the skyphos three new vase-forms make their appearance for the first time in
Syracusan tombs, viz. the flat-bottomed oinochoe, generally called lekythos
12
 Not. Sc. 1893, p. 473.
13
 Sphem. 1910, PI. IV. It will be noted
that there is also a nearly spherical variety of
the stirrup-vase.
14
 I am indebted to Professor Myres for this
observation.
15
 Not. Sc. 1893, p. 474; Mon. Ant. Line.
xvii. Fig. 141.
16
 A.J.A. 1905, PI. XIV. cf. Pallat, I.e.
Fig. 15. The use of black glaze is also a feature
of Late Geometric.
17
 E.g. on a vase published B.C.B. 1895,
p. 275.
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a ventre conico in Italian publications, (Fig. 4),18 a large clumsy jug, also flat-
bottomed and of somewhat fluctuating shape
(Fig. 5),19 and the cylindrical pyxis (Fig. 6).20
All three frequently have the new ray orna-
ment round the foot, though properly it
belongs to forms which contract towards the
base.
The pyxis is a new shape in clay, but in
other materials it goes back to Aegean times,
and can be seen in the hands of the lady of
the new Tiryns fresco. The skyphos is un-
doubtedly a metallic form, having actually
been found in metal in Italian tombs. The
sharp contours of the oinochoe also suggest a
metallic origin ; early instances however tend
to have the body rounded rather than truly
conical. It is possible that a common origin
for the oinochoe and the jug may be found in such an intermediate form as
that of a vase from the Heraion21 with linear decoration of an early type.
FIG. 4.
FIG. 5. FIG. 6.
These new forms exhibit occasionally geometric traits which are lacking
on the lekythos ; the oinochoe sometimes has a hatched maeander on the neck,
18
 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 132, Fig. 10.
19
 Not. Sc. 1893, p. 468.
20
 Not. Sc. 1893, p. 478.
21
 Arg. Her. ii. p~ 128, Fig. 56 : ef. Fig 93.
In the museum at Eleusis there is a Geometric
oinochoe(No. 697) which comes midway between
these two. For various forms of the proto-Corin-
thianjng, see Not. Sc. 1893, p. 477; 1895, p. 153.
The shape occurs in another fabric, which how-
ever there is no reason to connect with proto-
Corinthian, viz., rough jugs which often have
a stamped design. They have been found at
Gela (Mon. Ant. Line. xvii. Fig. 183), Megara
Hyblaea, Menidi, Eleusis, Aegina, the Heraion,
in Boeotia and in Thera. They have no slip,
which dissociates them from proto-Corinthian,
and as they are found at Gela and Megara
Hyblaea, and not at Syracuse, they are probably of
later date than the linear fabric. They generally
have the body slightly rounded, as have also a
few of the early proto-Corinthian examples: e.g.
that of Arg. Her. ii. p. 159, Fig. 53, and
Gabrici, I.e., Fig. 10.
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while the skyphos normally has on the rim a panel framed by vertical lines,
and not infrequently the ' butterfly ' motive. A new feature appears in the
form of a chequer, or, more strictly, an alternating dot or bar design (see
Fig. 5), which is common on the jug, pyxis, and lekythos; intruding into the
system of fine lines which is still the basis of the decoration it forms the first
step towards a zone of figures. The dot rosette and dot star, though the
former goes back to the Dipylon style, make their first appearance in proto-
Corinthian about this time accompanied by the pothook;22 and other forms of
rosette occur, though less commonly.
In the case of the lekythos these ornaments are at first confined to the
shoulder, leaving the linear decoration intact, but soon begin to form a zone
round the body; processions of running dogs in silhouette also appear,
sometimes on the shoulder, sometimes on the body of the vase.23 Incision
too shews itself occasionally and tentatively, at first in the shoulder ornament
of lekythoi still of the linear class. Two such lekythoi found at Syracuse,
unfortunately without recorded tomb provenance, have on the shoulder the
one a row of birds, the other the pothook and a characteristic proto-Corinthian
ornament, the palmette on a looped or curved stalk,24 in both cases with
incision. The rest of the design consists of lines and bands. Occasionally
the running dogs have an incised line or two. A very primitive instance of
the practice is afforded by a lekythos from the Argive Heraion25 of a
distinctly early type, with small lip, broad shoulders, and bands, not rays,
round the foot. Two largo birds with a considerable amount of incising
are introduced on the shoulder and intrude clumsily on the fine lines of the
body. A fairly free use of purple or crimson paint is characteristic of this
period: it is especially common on lekythoi in the form of lines applied over
black-bands, often in combination with the alternate dot ornament.
FIG. 7. FIG. 8.
In spite of the generally stereotyped and monotonous appearance of the
fabric, it is plain that the period is one of fresh contacts and much innovation.
The true development of the style can be traced on some remarkable vases
found at Cuma, the Argive Heraion, and a few other sites.
22
 See Not. Se. 1893, p. 451, for an early Figs. 115, 146.
instance of the two latter. 24 For this motive see Not. Sc. 1895, p. 145,
23
 For typical lekythoi see Not. ,Sc. 1895, Fig. 26.
p. 142, Fig. 2 1 ; Mon. Ant. Line., x-vii. 25 Arg. Her. ii. p. 127, Fig. 53.
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Beginning with the lekythos, we may note those reproduced in Figs.
7-13, of which the first three come from Cuma, the fourth from Syracuse,
and the remainder from the Argive Heraion. Their heavy forms and small
lips shew that they belong to an early stage in the period with which we are
dealing, but the decoration is novel. The fine lines have been reduced or
abolished, and the tendency to give great prominence to one zone, filling it
with a few large, well-spaced motives, suggests the influence of painting on a
greater scale. The feeding deer of Figs. 7 26 and 10 may be compared with the
feeding horse of the jug with griffin-head in the British Museum,27 and also
with the walking horse of a large Syracusan vase (Figs. 15 and 16).28 In
Figs. 7 and 8 the zone of rays slowly finding its way to the bottom deserves
attention, and also on the latter the ornament both Mycenaean and Geometric
of circles with a central dot joined by tangents. The bird-heads of Fig. 829
are obviously derived from the pothook, itself a derivation from the
Mycenaean lily-like flowers with stamens. The motive recurs on a Syracusan
lekythos, in silhouette and with incision, having lost all resemblance to the
original.30 The dot-filling of the heads is a proto-Corinthian feature.81
The guilloche of Fig. 932 (also found on the griffin jug) is one of the
earliest examples of a motive which in a more elaborate form becomes regular
FIG. 9.
on the handle of the lekythos at a later date; and the palmettes with
straying tendrils are the prototype of the lotus and palmette wreath
characteristic of the same class. Their affinity is obvious with the design
of the oinochoe, also from Cuma, reproduced in Fig. 14,33 where the lower
pair of tendrils have been bent down into a heart shape, and hardly less so
with the ornament which appears in conjunction with both horse and
sphinx on the large Syracusan vase already alluded to. As in the shoulder
26
 Gabrici, Cenni, Fig. 13. silver bowl h a v i n g a pa lme t t e design wi th
27
 Hon. d. 1. ix. PI . 5 , 1 . volutes terminating in birds'-heads.
28
 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 185, Figs. 86 and 87. 31 Cf. Not. Sc. 1893, p. 470 (terra-cotta
29
 Gabrici, I.e., Fig. 16. protome) and the lion and deer of the griffin
30
 I t is also noted on an early lekythos from jug.
Thera. Ath. Mitt. 1903. p. 196. K41. Cf. Perrot =» Gabrici, I.e., Fig. 14.
et Chipiez, iii. Fig. 554, for a "Phoenician" 33 Gabrici, I.e., Fig. 3 a and b.
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ornament of Fig. 9, the lower palmette here appears in the form of a solid
triangle, with which the triangles with volutes of the griffin jug may be
compared. A fragment from the Heraion preserves atrophied palmettes
attached to the volutes.34 Several pyxides of large size from the Heraion
shew interesting varieties of this motive, the tendril sometimes developing
at the expense of the palmette, a tendency also seen in proto-Attic work.35
One example shews the triangle with volutes and drops of the fragment
just quoted in process of formation.36
The Syracusan lekythos of Fig. 10,3T found with two linear examples of
early type, belongs both by shape and subject to this class. The peculiar
FIG. 10. FIG. 11. FIG. 12.
form of the rays, which in this instance also have not quite reached the
bottom of the vase, deserves attention. Unable to adapt the long ray which
he desired to the strongly curved surface of the vase, the artist has drawn a row
of short triangles and given them height by adding a vertical line at the apex.
On the Heraion lekythos of Fig. 11 ^ we may note the vertical band of
lozenges and half-lozenges, a motive common to proto-Corinthian and proto-
Attic, and also the concentric circles of the main zone. This latter motive,
which suggests Cypriote influence, is rare ; it finds an echo, however, in the
wheel of Fig. 12,39 and recurs in silhouette on a Syracusan lekythos already
referred to for the bird-head ornament on the shoulder.40 The female head
in outline is found at a later date on proto-Corinthian spherical aryballoi,
generally on the handle. Most interesting of all perhaps is the variety of
the palmette and tendril ornament, with the tendrils taking somewhat the
form of an inverted lyre.41
The lekythos of Fig. 1342 is of special interest and importance. The
shape is still somewhat squat and heavy, but the rays have found their
34
 Arg. Her. ii. PI . lix. 1.
35
 Compare Arg. Her. i i . p . 138, Fig . 69 b
with the proto-Attie vase of the New York
Museum, figured in the Bulletin for April,
1912, and also published in this number of the
J.H.S.
36
 Arg. Her. ii. p. 139, Fig. 69 d,ej.
37
 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 137 (Fig. 14).
38
 Arg. Her. ii. p. 146, Fig. 14, Fig. 86,
PI. lxvi. 11.
39
 Arg. Her., ii. p. 146, Fig. 87.
40
 In this form it is found in purple and
white on spherical aryballoi, probably Corinth-
ian, of a later date.
a
 Not shown in the accompanying illustra-
tion. It is reproduced Arg. Her., ii. PL lxvi. 11.
42
 Arg. Her. ii. p. 147, Fig. 88.
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proper place round the base and are now of the true shape. On the shoulder
we have another variety of the palmette and tendril motive, symmetrical in
form, in which the tendril has developed at the expense of the palmette;
this is a real approach to the lotus and palmette wreath of the fully developed
lekythos. The hare also becomes a favourite motive, being substituted for
one of the dogs in the conventional procession. The main design, consisting
of a line of rudely drawn quadrupeds with incised detail, contains the real
beginnings of the b.-f. style.43 The animals include two lions, a bull, and a
curious creature with head full face and incised spots, which looks like the
prototype of the Corinthian panther. The careful drawing of the paws of
these felines should be noted as typically proto-Corinthian ; a later instance
may be seen on the skyphoi published by Pallat, loc. cit. PI. VIII.
FIG. 13.
To judge by its heavy shape, the remarkable lekythos published
J.H.8. xi. p. 179 should not be much later than the group just discussed.
Its ultimate derivation from the art of the Cypriote-Phoenician metal bowls
is noted by Sir C. Smith; now that we have other indications of occasional
Cypriote relations, we may perhaps venture to regard it as copied im-
mediately, though not very intelligently, from some such original. Direct
imitation of metal work would account for so extensive a use of incision at
an early date.
A close parallel to the lekythos of Fig. 13 is afforded by a slightly more
primitive pyxis from Sparta found in the recent excavations on the Orthia
site and reproduced in Fig. 17. Here again we have a row of quadrupeds
executed with a considerable degree of barbarous vigour. Two confronted
dogs are represented in the crouching attitude characteristic of the later
style, and the treatment of the enormous paws of the one to the right,
though much ruder, foreshadows that already noted on the lekythos. The
curious ornament behind the dog to the left seems to be ultimately derived
43
 Earliest in type at least of the whole
series with figure decoration is the curious
lekythos in the Ashmolean Museum published
J.H.S. 1904, p. 295. The style is purely
Geometric, and finds a parallel in that of a
fragment of a skyphos at Eleusis (Ephem. 1898,
PI. v. 3.). Both presumably represent the
local Geometric style which proto-Corinthian
superseded.
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from the palmette and tendril of Figs. 9, 14, 15, and 16. In the last case we
have seen the tendency of the lower palmette to solidify into a pyramid
surmounted by a swelling representing the volutes. Here the upper
FIG. 14.
palmette has disappeared, and is replaced by the upper pair of tendrils
looped together and terminating in a rough ornament reminiscent of a
palmette, the whole somewhat resembling the shoulder ornament of Fig. 13.
FIG. 15.
The same original seems to lurk in the pyramid with two swellings of the
new proto-Attic vase in New York and also in the object surmounted by
birds on the Herakles lekybhos in Boston." The cross-hatched triangles
44
 A.J.A. 190ft, PI. VI.
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with a hook at the apex are of interest as a rare form of a motive derived
from the Mycenaean flower with stamens. It occurs already in Mycenaean
art,45 sometimes with a dot inside the hook. There are of course many
FIG. 16.
collateral forms, of which the ordinary Rhodian variety and the pot-hook are
the commonest. A pyxis lid from the Artemision at Ephesus affords a third
FIG. 17.
example of these rude beginnings: here we have again lions and dogs, with




 Vasen der Acrop. PI. VIII, 234.
46
 In the British Musenm : figured in Excava-
tions at Epkesus, p. 230, Fig. 57.
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Such experiments in design as we have been considering are of course
rare; they are moreover somewhat restricted in distribution. In the West
the diffusion of ordinary types is extended, for to the sites quoted for the
wide-bodied lekythos we may add the Forum, Praeneste (Bernardini Tomb),
Caere (Regulini-Galassi Tomb), Falerii, Vulci, Narce, Vetulonia (Tomba del
Duce and Tumulo della Pietrera), and doubtless others as well; the volume
of material too has greatly increased, but it consists almost entirely of
lekythoi and skyphoi of the most uniformly monotonous design. The
technique however is generally of the utmost perfection, notably in the case
of the skyphos, the lustre and durability of whose glaze are the more
remarkable from the fact that the surface of the finest lekythoi is so
frequently ruined. Its design seldom varies from the scheme of Fig. 3 ; but
occasionally a zone of alternate dots or rosettes interrupts the fine lines or a
zone of running dogs takes their place. Now and again double rays or rays
and pothooks are substituted for single rays round the base, a variation
which in the case of the lekythos occurs only in conjunction with the b.-f.
style and is therefore a mark of some degree of lateness. This vase is
rather more frequent in Italy than the lekythos, and its popularity is farther
illustrated by the frequency with which it is imitated in the fine bucchero
with punctured fan ornament; unless indeed these specimens are copied
directly from metal examples, which in a few instances have survived. The
lekythos is imitated, though much less frequently, in the same ware: it has
exactly the shape of the proto-Corinthian ' ray' lekythos, never of the wide-
bodied type, and sometimes has incised rays round the foot.
A slightly later form of skyphos preserves the rays round the foot and
the geometric decoration of the rim, but substitutes for the fine lines a
broad zone of black glaze, which often has applied lines of red or white.47
Closely associated with it is a kylix 48 with similar decoration. Both forms
slightly outlast true linear ware in Sicilian graves.
The remaining vase-forms of the linear period have a much restricted
range of distribution. The pyxis is very rare in Italy, the flat-bottomed jug
seems to be peculiar to Syracuse ; the flat-bottomed oinochoe is frequent at
Syracuse and at Cuma, but apparently does not occur farther north in Italy.
Like the skyphos, it has a strong preference for purely linear decoration4fl and
often employs on the neck a hatched maeander, a Geometric survival not
common in proto-Corinthian.
The close of the linear period is marked by the appearance of three of
the proto-Corinthian forms we have been examining—the lekythos, and the
flat-bottomed oinochoe and jug—in a new fabric, whose characteristic is the
employment of polychrome decoration and incision on a dark ground. The
lekythos is slightly larger than the linear type, and much more tapering; it
has a wreath of hanging leaves on the shoulder and upright leaves—not
47
 Mon. Ant. xvii. Fig. 76, the vase to 4 9£ee Gabrici, I.e. Fig. 10, Arg. Her. ii,
the left. p. 130, Fig. 59, for specimens with more varied
48
 Nut. Se. 1893, p . 476. designs.
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rays—round the foot; the body is decorated either with scales incised on a
black glaze ground and picked out with red, or with black bands and applied
red lines. The oinochoe and jug, together with the olpe a rotelle50 which
appears at this point, are at first completely covered with black glaze and
have some amount of incised ornament, generally scales or bars, picked out
with red and white or yellow paint; soon they develop zones of animals
executed in silhouette with incision on a cream background. Contem-
poraneously with these, or very nearly so, appears the bombylios or pear-
shaped alabastron, which very much resembles an inverted ' scale ' lekythos;
it has a wreath of hanging leaves round the neck and upright leaves round
the base, and on the body black bands with applied red lines or a zone of
alternate dot often very roughly executed ; scales and incision are rare. The
olpe and alabastron are forms derived from skin vessels, which none of the
true proto-Corinthian forms are. The alabastron, it is true, has a superficial
resemblance to the 'Phoenician' alabastron of glass and to its alabaster
original; but this is more apparent than real. The clay vase is far baggier
in shape, and whereas the glass and alabaster forms have two projections
some way down the body generally pierced with string-holes, the other
has one such projection immediate^ under the lip. If ultimately derived
from the glass type, it has been under strong influence from a leather
form.
These new forms are generally regarded as the first post-Geometric
products of Corinth, and though positive evidence is lacking, probabilities are
in favour of this view. Several facts at least appear incompatible with a
proto-Corinthian origin. Except the lekythos, which soon drops out, all
these forms persist in Corinthian ware, ultimately appearing in the style
characterised by a crowded back-ground of degenerate rosettes. The ware
occurs indeed in Sicily and Italy practically wherever linear proto-Corinthian
is found, but it is abundant on a number of sites (e.g. Gela, Megara Hyblaea,
and Vulci) to which linear ware penetrated not at all or in very small
quantity, and on which unmistakable Corinthian ware overlaps and succeeds
it to the practical exclusion of every other fabric. The presumption is that
it is not a variety of proto-Corinthian, but an alien ware which supplants i t ;
even so Attic ousts Corinthian and pushes its outposts beyond the Corinthian
range. The shape of the lekythos, though akin to the proto-Corinthian type,
is at first distinct from it, being influenced apparently by the alabastron just
as the proto-Corinthian lekythos was influenced by the skyphos; the final
form however of the proto-Corinthian lekythos in the ensuing period
approximates to the scale type, no doubt by imitation, but still differs by its
smaller size and wider lip. The leaves on foot and shoulder are not proto-
Corinthian, but are normal on certainly Corinthian alabastra and spherical
aryballoi. Again, the use of black glaze for the whole or the greater part of
the surface combined with polychrome decoration and incision is generally
admitted to be a direct imitation of inlaid metal work. Proto-Corinthian had
50
 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 124, Fig. 5.
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already for some time been using, especially on the lekythos, applied red
paint and incision, but tentatively, and without shewing any signs of adopting
a definitely metallic technique. Even on the later lekythoi incision is rarely
and sparingly used in the ground ornament and is absent from the lotus and
palmette wreath and often from important parts of the design, whereas in
Corinthian, as in this black glaze fabric, incision is firmly established from the
first.
These Corinthian forms exercised a certain influence on proto-Corinthian.
The form of the lekythos, as has been said, is modified; the alabastron is not
infrequently imitated.61 The olpe a rotelle occurs with figure decoration,
zones of animals with a sparse ground ornament of rosettes, in unmistakably
proto-Corinthian style,52 while other examples are as unmistakably Corinthian.
This form is found principally in Italy; there are one or two strays in Sicily,
and the British Museum possesses a pair from Kameiros, one definitely
Corinthian, and two from the tomb of Menecrates in Corfu.
It remains to deal with two groups of vases found principally in Sicily
and Italy. The first consists of a number of large amphorae, mostly in a very
fragmentary condition, which were found in the Syracusan necropolis and
seem generally to have served as ossuaries. The published specimens and
fragments will be found as follows: (1) Not. Sc. 1893, p. 477; (2) 1895,
p. 135, Fig. 12 ; (3) p. 137, Fig. 13 ; (4) p. 159, Fig. 45; (5) p. 161, Fig. 47 ;
(6) p. 172, Fig. 68; (7) p. 176, Fig. 75; (8) p. 181, Fig. 81; (9) pp. 185, 186,
Figs. 86, 87, and Figs. 15, 16 supra.
Generally speaking, these ossuaries were found without other material; in
one or two instances, however, linear proto-Corinthian was present, and the
decoration of the ossuaries themselves is for the most part of this character.
The presence in two cases (2 and 9) of rays round the foot marks these
examples as belonging to the later phase of the linear period, as does also
the sphinx of No. 9.63 The crescent ornament of No. 7, which recurs on the
rim of No. 9, appears to arise from the ' butterfly' drawn on a strongly-curved
surface and then halved, as can be seen on the rim of No. 9. On the handle
of No. 3 we may note the motive resembling a loop of string with crossed
ends; this occurs on the handle of a flat-bottomed oinochoe from the
Aphrodite temple of Aegina. In this case the loop encloses a dot-star. An
interesting feature of several of these vases is the way in which the top of
the handles is joined to the rim by a strip of clay; as Professor Orsi points
out, the vase appears to be the prototype of the Corinthian amphora a
colonnette, though this form does not appear till about a century later, and
there is at present no means of bridging the chronological gap. The large
vase of similar shape, published Not. Sc, 1893, p. 454, should doubtless be
51
 For complete examples see Not. Sc. 1895, Mycenaean and Rhodian sphinxes with the
p. 171, Fig. 167, and Karo, Strena Belbigiana, tripartite palmetteand tendril form characteristic
The Heraion yielded a good many fragments. of Cyrenaic ( = Laconian) art. This latter form
62
 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 129, Fig. 8. is found on late proto-Corinthian in Aegina
ss
 The head ornament of the sphinx is worth (unpublished) : earlier the sphinx has as a rule
notice, combining as it does the long curl of no ornament in proto-Corinthian.
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included in this group, the palmette and tendril and the dot-star being proto-
Corinthian motives. The general resemblance of the type to the krater of
Aristonothos has been noted by Professor Orsi.
The second group consists of a series of oinochoai with trefoil mouth,
found chiefly at Cuma and in Sicily; the oldest specimen however now in the
Berlin Museum,54 is of Grecian provenance. It has a rope handle ; on the rim
is a continuous spiral (also found on a pyxis from Thera and on the rim of a
spherical aryballos from the Heraion),65 and on the neck a hatched maeander,as
we have seen it on the neck of the flat-bottomed oinochoe ; on the shoulder
is a ship, for which we may compare a fragment from Eleusis referred to
supra, note 43; round the bod}' are fine lines. The derivation of this
oinochoe from the old Geometric fabric is made very evident by the existence
of an intermediate stage represented by a Boeotian vase also in Berlin and
published in the Anzeiger for 1895, p. 33, Fig. 2. The remaining members
of this group (apart from fragments) are four in number: two are from Cuma,66
one from Syracuse,57 and one from Megara Hyblaea.58 On all four linear
ornament of the ordinary proto-Corinthian type appears on the neck ; the
unpublished example from Cuma has in addition a heron, a somewhat rare
motive which recurs on this fabric.59 It may be noted that the so-called
Achelous of the Syracusan vase has the crouching attitude characteristic of
the style, and that the treatment of the hind paw resembles that already
observed. Parallels to the palmette and tendril design of the published
example from Cuma have been adduced. The oinochoe from Megara Hyblaea
is obviously the latest of the group, but probably affords the earliest instance
of the Centauromachy, which is also found on two lekythoi.60
This is perhaps the most convenient place to note a few vases of
exceptional form, found chiefly in Thera, and all characterised by linear
decoration of an early type. The favourite form is a jar, cylindrical or
round-bodied, with a conical lid. Examples are figured Ath. Mitt. 1903, der
Arch. Friedhof Beil. xxxiv. 2-5, xxxv. 1-3 ; and Arch. Anz. 1888, p. 248 ;
Therau. p. 190, Fig. 382.
It is plain that we have far overshot the limits of the linear period in the
strict sense; but the fact is that only in its very earliest days is proto-
Corinthian art thus limited in its motives. Throughout the period we have
been considering the monotonous linear ware is predominant and has a
wide area of distribution; but from a very early date we have found (a)
54
 Anzeiger 1888, p. 248. yet another oinochoe from Cuma, which he
55
 Ath. Mitt. 1903, der Arch. Friedhof, Beil. regards as proto-Corinthian. Like the Berlin
xxxvi. 3. Arg. Her. ii. p. 185, Fig. 101. specimen it has a rope handle ; the clay how-
56
 Gabrici, I.e. Fig. 3, a and b, and Fig. 14 ever is pink, that of the others pale, and
supra for one of these. certain peculiarities, especially the treatment of
57
 Not. So. 1895, p. 167, Fig. 57. the mane and paws of the lion, seem rather
58
 Hon. Ant. Live. i. col. 810. proto-Attic than Proto-Corinthian. The lion of
89
 Mon. Ant. Line, xvii., Fig. 95. Ath. Mitt. the proto-Attic vase in New York has the mane
1897, pp. 278 and 293, Fi«s. 11 and 17; 1903, similarly treated ; so also however the lion of
der Arch. Friedhof. Beil. xxxvi. 2. the possibly proto-Corinthian sherd published
60
 Professor Gabrici publishes (Cenni, Fig. 4) Ath. Mitt. 1897, p. 309, Fig. 31, d.
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intrusive motives, notably the tendril and palmette in various forms and a
simple type of guilloche ; (6) the influence of a metallic style, shewn in the
use of incision and of red and white paint applied over black ; (c) the
beginnings of a true b.-f. style, in which the subjects are limited to animals,
with, in two instances, the sphinx. The beginning and end of this period are
defined with unusual chronological exactness, thanks to the fact that Sicily
furnishes two fixed points, the foundation of Syracuse and that of Gela. In
the earliest graves of Syracuse we find the wide-bodied lekythos already
scanty, whereas at Cuma and various Greek and Aegaean sites (Aegina, Sparta
Thera) it is tolerably abundant. The rise of the fabric will therefore fall at
least some years before 734, and, incidentally, Cuma should, as Prof. Gabrici
claims, be older than Syracuse, though not necessarily by more than a decade
or so. At Syracuse the earliest graves are followed by a considerable series
containing proto-Corinthian only; then come others in which are found side
by side with it objects of ' Egyptian' porcelain, scale lekythoi, flat-bottomed
oinochoai in black glaze, and alabastra; after which linear ware ceases.
Turning to Gela, we find that in the earliest tombs linear ware is on the
point of disappearing altogether. The wide-bodied lekythos is entirely
lacking ; those of early types are few.61 The flat-bottomed jug and oinochoe
are entirely lacking in their linear forms,62 but fairly common in black glaze;
the linear skyphos is rare, the later type with black glaze and (often) applied
red and white is commoner, but not abundant. From all but the very
beginning the imported ware of Gela is almost exclusively Corinthian: only
a very few fine lekythoi carry on the proto-Corinthian series. This gives a
date shortly after 689 for the appearance of Corinthian and the consequent
rapid disappearance of proto-Corinthian ware in Sicily.63
In graves so poor as those of Dorian cemeteries generally are, stress
must not be laid on the absence of Corinthian ware unless the total quantity
of other pottery is considerable. The proto-Corinthian lekythos often con-
stitutes the sole furniture and it has, for reasons to be discussed later,
conservative tendencies which render it in the absence of confirmatory
evidence valueless as a criterion of date. Two instances are sufficient to prove
this. The fine specimen from Gela, reproduced in Fig. 116 of the publica-
tion, was found along with the archaic ray and chequer example of Fig. 115,
and an unpublished master-piece of Tarentum, closely akin to the Macmillan
vase, with three companions, one in the advanced b.-f. style, one with a single
animal zone of early type and one with the primitive running dogs. The
wide-bodied type however seems never to be found with any but early
material, and the immediately succeeding high-shouldered form which
precedes the introduction of the ray, only occasionally.64 In the case of a
61
 Mon. Ant. Line. xvii. Figs. 95, 146, 200, linear is over.
the last possibly a local imitation. 63 The material from Megara Hyblaea is
62
 The long neck of a vessel with decoration exactly parallel to that from Gela, indicating
partly linear, partly b.-f. published Mon. Ant. that the final establishment of this colony is
Zinc. xvii. Fig. 199, is proto-Corinthian, and contemporary with the foundation of Gela.
apparently belongs to a flat-bottomed oinochoe ; M Tombs LXXXV and CLVIII at Syracuse
but, as the decoration shews, the period of pure afford exceptionally late instances.
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somewhat wealthy tomb such as LXXXV of the Syracusan necropolis the
absence of Corinthian would of itself incline one to assign a date before the
free importation of this ware (i.e. little if at all below 680), for the Corinthian
fabric, once it has gained its footing, becomes rapidly predominant. This
conclusion is supported by the nature of the material found in the tomb.
The porcelain articles, which form an important part of its contents, are
characteristic at Syracuse of tombs falling just at the transition from
proto-Corinthian to Corinthian,65" and so are the small lekythoi of grey
bucchero, which are proto-Corinthian in form and probably also in origin.66
If we had not the early material of Cuma and the Heraion before us, we
might hesitate to assign to so early a date the lekythos of Fig. 18,67
also found in this tomb; but we have seen how far back lie the origins
of the guilloche, the palmette wreath, and the b.-f. style.
FIG. 18.
If we may trust the evidence of Sicily as fixing the disappearance of the
linear style (except for the lekythos) at about 680 B.C., we obtain a somewhat
more definite date than has hitherto been proposed for the great group of
Italian tombs which comprises the Regulini-Galassi at Caere, the Bernardini
at Praeneste, the Tomba del Duce at Vctulonia, and the great cremation
tomb at Cuma. These tombs are shewn by the contents to be at least
roughly contemporary, and are admitted to be of a date not later than
650 B.C.68 Their rich and varied furniture does not for the most part allow
of more than approximate dating; apart from proto-Corinthian pottery the
most precise chronological indications are furnished on the one hand by the
presence of paste amulets and other products of the Saitic art of the eighth
^ E.g. CVIII. and CLVIII.
66
 They occur also a t t he Hera ion .
67
 Not. Sc. 1893, p . 471 .
H.S.—VOL. XXXII.
68
 For the chronology see Karo, Bull. Pal.
It. xxiv.and especially xxx.
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and seventh centuries, and on the other by the fact that the Regulini-Galassi
and del Duce tombs contained Etruscan inscriptions on pottery, the
Bernardini a Latin inscription of an exceedingly early type on a gold fibula.
This renders any date above 700 B.C. improbable.69 Except the Cuman, all
these tombs contained proto-Corinthian pottery, though not of the earliest
type, for both the wide-bodied lekythos and the immediately succeeding form
are lacking. From the Bernardini come fragments of a linear skyphos,70
while a recent re-exploration of the Regulini-Galassi71 has produced some
four or five skyphoi of the same type and of particularly fine workmanship.
The lekythos does not appear in the Regulini-Galassi tomb itself, but from
the contemporary7'2 graves grouped around it two or three specimens have
been recovered; they have the relatively slender form and broad lip of the
ray type, though the decoration consists of bands and fine lines or bands
only. Linear skyphoi were found in the Tomba del Duce at Vetulonia, and
lekythoi with running dogs in the somewhat later Tumulo della Pietrera.
The Regulini-Galassi also contained some of the fine bucchero with
punctured fan pattern which is characteristic of the period and which
borrows from proto-Corinthian some of its forms, notably the skyphos and
ray lekythos; both bucchero forms generally have rays incised round the
foot. Skyphoi of this sort were found in the Regulini-Galassi, shewing that
the Greek fabric must have been known for some time. There were also
four fragments, probably of an olpe a rotelle, one with a sphinx in the proto-
Corinthian style in the fabric which combines black glaze with zones of
animals on a cream background and which we have already found at
Syracuse. Finally, the tomb yielded a ' bird bowl' of a class found on
various Greek, Italian, and Sicilian sites;73 it occurs at Vetulonia in the
Tomba del Duce, at Vulci in conjunction with earl}' Corinthian, at Narce,
at Syracuse, and at Gela, unfortunately not in datable contexts ; its presence
however at the last-named site puts it some little way down in the seventh
century. This agrees with its surroundings in the archaic necropolis of
Thera, where it occurs, not in the tombs, but in the ' Schutt,' which
contained a good deal of Corinthian ware.74
69
 The earlier Tomba del Guerriero at Corneto
has already an imitation of a skyphos (not in
bucchero), derived however from type b of Fig.
3, which is probably the older. See Montelius'
Civ. Prim, en Italie, Se>ie B. PI. 290, 12.
TO Very probably a good deal of pottery was
overlooked at the time, as happened in the case
of the Regulini-Galassi.
71
 Pinza, Rom. Mitt. 1907, pp. 35 ff.
72
 They conta ined fine punc tu red bucchero
a n d impasto locale of t h e same type as tha t from
t h e Regulini-Galassi .
73
 For the type see Man. Ant. Line. xvii.
Fig. 186; Gsell, Fouilles de Vulci, p. 424.
74
 Dragendorff, Thera ii. p. 195. There is
some ground for atti-ibuting the fabric to
Rhodes: see Ath. Mitt. 1903, p. 168. The
small group which occurs at Nancratis, sometimes
with dedication to Apollo, is of a different
though allied fabric, and therefore yields no
evidence for the date of the foundation of the
town. The bird bowl was found at Sparta, where
the period of foreign importation ends by 650 at
latest; one fairly complete instance ia of a some-
what rough and perhaps early typo (see Ath.
Mitt. I.e.); two minute fragments belong to a
finer specimen, similar to that from the Regulini-
Galassi tomb. It has also bean found in Aegina
(Ath. Mitt. 1897, p. 272) and Rhodes, Vases
Ant. du Louvre, A 290, PI. XI.
"S.-M
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These Italian tombs contained no Corinthian pottery.75 Those excavated
by Gsell at Vulci, on the other hand., yielded exceedingly little proto-
Corinthian, and that all of the linear type; as at Gela and Megara Hyblaea
the prevailing ware is Corinthian, and as in Sicily the earliest specimens are
of the black glaze ware, unaccompanied by examples of the b.-f. style ; that is
to say, Corinthian ware reaches Italy little if at all later than it does Sicily.
The evidence therefore suggests a date not lower than 675 for the latest of the
Regulini-Galassi group of tombs. It must not be overlooked that in these
graves the pottery is much the least valuable, and therefore probably the
latest part of the equipment. Bronze caldrons, ivory caskets, gold necklaces,
and fibulae might well be treasured for years before being consigned to the
tomb; the small bottle of unguent and the clay cup which held the drink of
the dead man were more probably procured for the occasion.
It has already been stated that in Italy and Sicily the ware is widely
diffused, and appears almost wholly with a stereotyped linear decoration.
The close of the period is marked, not only by the triumph of the b.-f. style,
but by a sudden shrinkage in the area of distribution. Just as the style is
attaining perfection, the trade in Italy comes practically to an end, and in
Sicily is enormously diminished; at Delphi however and in Aegina it is as
abundant as ever, and at the Heraion still considerable. It probably origin-
ated in the export of some fine unguent, as the small size and the shape of
one of the most widely distributed vase forms suggest. The flat lip of the
lekythos, the earliest of proto-Corinthian products, is unsuited for pouring,
and is designed for turning over on the palm of the hand to allow a sticky
liquid to trickle out. Both the cubic content of the vase and the perforation
of the lip are larger in the earlier forms, and diminish perhaps as the demand
for the commodity increases. We may note too that Corinth competes with
the proto-Corinthian trade and ultimately conquers it with vases of the same
general type, the lekythos, alabastron, and spherical aryballos, all flat-lipped
forms. The foreign demand for the article, whatever it was, produced a
stereotyped receptacle, serving as a sort of trade-mark or guarantee of the
contents; hence the conservatism of the lekythos and the survival of
primitive types side by side with the more advanced. In the wake of the
lekythos followed the skyphos, which could not be used as a bottle, and must
have been exported on its own merits, probably as a cheap substitute for the
metal original of the form. In Greece, to judge from the immense numbers
found on certain temple sites, the use of the skyphos was largely ritual. The
other forms of linear proto-Corinthian, though they reach Cuma, do not
penetrate farther north into Italy. The peculiar position of this city, the
first Greek outpost in a foreign region, is enough to account for the presence
there of so many unusual and experimental forms of proto-Corinthian art.76
75
 Pinza reckons as Corinthian the four frag- fabric. It is of course contemporary with the
ments of the olpe type from the Kegulini- beginnings of Corinthian, and imitative of it.
Galassi tomb, and mentions another with the 76 Two rare vase forms have been found there
human figure, found by himself, but sub- (1) a ring vase, rectangular or partly rectangular
sequently lost, which may have been of the same in section, standing upright on a small foot,
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It is not necessary to assume that the metropolis of Cuma was the home of
the fabric, unless we are prepared to suppose that ancient manufactures
were never carried except in ships belonging to the country in which they
were produced. The question of the origin of proto-Corinthian hardly
appears ripe for settlement while so much important material lies unpub-
lished in the museum of Aegina. Many considerations support Loeschcke's
view that Sicyon was the centre of manufacture: it is at least certain that
the place must have had easy access to the Corinthian Gulf. Once there,
the products could radiate to all the mainland sites on which they are found,
notably to Delphi, where from the earliest days it is abundant, and up the
land route to Chalcis from the bay of Crisa, diffusing itself through Boeotia
on the way. It is much more frequent along this than along the Isthmus
route to Euboea: there is a good deal at Eleusis, it is true, but little from
the Acropolis or other Attic sites. From the Gulf it was carried westward,
at first no doubt in Chalcidian ships which waited at the Crisa end of the
land route from their city; and so it reached Cuma. From Cuma, as
Prof. Gabrici points out, there is very little radiation to Italian sites; and
when the city has a manufacture of her own, chiefly of large oinochoai, she
finds a market in Corneto and passes over Latium altogether.
In the case of proto-Corinthian ware this discontinuity of distribution is
less complete. The Bernardini tomb, as already noted, yielded fragments.
The total amount from the Forum and the Esquiline (two lekythoi from
the former, and from the latter four lekythoi, one of the wide-bodied type,
six skyphoi, three kylikes with rays, and a fragment with figure decora-
tion) 77 is not inconsiderable, even in comparison with Corneto. This
circumstance no doubt illustrates merely the greater ease with which small
pieces of pottery travel, and the fact remains that, apart from Greek
settlements like Tarentum and Cuma, proto-Corinthian never gets a real
footing in Italy as Corinthian does later. One cause of this is probably
to be sought in the development of the carrying trade of Syracuse. It
has been shewn by Helbig that in the sixth and fifth centuries Syracuse
acted as intermediary in the trade of Athens with Etruria, and that till
415 B. c. the two states can never have been in direct contact.78 It is possible
that early in the seventh century the Sicilian city was already assuming the
position of middleman between Greece and the West, and that she made use
of it to check proto-Corinthian and encourage Corinthian commerce in the
West. Hence the rapid disappearance of proto-Corinthian in Italy; hence too
the fact that in the b.-f. period it is found even in Sicily only in the form of
which has also been found at the Heraion (Arg. Dragendorff, Them, ii. p. 19, Fig. 18.
Her. ii. Fig. 83, p. 143), in Aegiua and Rhodes. " Mont. Ant. Line. xv. PI. xvii. 9 ; see
Examples in a different and unknown—possibly also Fig. 89.
Cretan—fabrichavebeenfoundinThera(Dragen- 78 Jlendiconti Line. 1889, p. 79. Even this
dorff, p. 314, Figs. 501 and 505, cf. 499 f. (2) a late contact has recently been questioned: see
flat-bottomed alabastron with beat neck : a very E. Meyer, • Geseh. iv. p. 519 and Caspari's
rude example of the form, which is possibly of criticism, C.Q. April, 1911.
Cypriote origin (see Gabrici, I.e. p. 48) is figured
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lekythoi. Corinth could do nothing so good as these exquisite little vases,
and so Syracuse continued to admit them to her own market; so too stray
specimens found their way to other Sicilian and even to Italian sites. East of
the straits of Messina Syracuse could exercise no such excluding influence, and
it is not without significance that Tarentum has yielded two fine speci-
mens of the later proto-Corinthian style, a spherical aryballos with the
' lotus-cross' ornament executed in delicate outline and a lekythos worthy
to be classed with the Macmillan vase.79
Even in Greece the lekythos is far more abundant than any other form.
The Heraion has other shapes, but unfortunately in a very fragmentary
condition. Magnificent skyphoi with b.-f. decoration come from Rhodes and
Aegina80 and from the latter site an interesting oinochoe with a subject
derived from the story of Odysseus and the ram.81
Though it has marked affinities with the Syracusan vase of Fig. 15 and
with the griffin oinochoe of the British Museum, it is perhaps not quite
certain that this last example belongs to the fabric ; it represents at any rate a
distinct line of development, and suggests the influence of wall-painting, which,
according to tradition, flourished first at either Corinth or Sicyon. Pending
the publication of the material from the Aphrodite temple of Aegina, the
lekythos remains the chief evidence for the development of the b.-f. style.
Having obtained for the Syracusan lekythos with the monomachia of Fig. 18
a date in the neighbourhood of 680, we may attempt to arrange in a roughly
chronological series some of the more important examples, beginning with a
group closely akin to the Syracusan specimen but somewhat less advanced.
FIG. 19. FIG. 20.
(1) Fig. 19. Lekythos published Not. Sc. 1893, p. 472, found in same
tomb with that of Fig. 18. Conservative type.
79
 Tarentum has also furnished a number of
proto-Corinthian amphoriskoi, of the shape
familiar in the Corinthian fabric. The sparing
decoration consists of one or two lines and a
narrow band of alternate dot on the shoulder,
the rest of the vase having merely a cream slip.
Little of the most archaic part of the cemetery
has survived.
»• Alh. Mitt. 1897, PI. VIII.
81
 Ath. Mitt. 1897, PI. IX.
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(2) Fig. 20. Lekythos published Not. Sc. 1893, p. 479, found with a
black alabastron. New elements: lion, and variety of zones, all being
different. The pot-hooks on the shoulder are old-fashioned.
(3) Fig. 21. Lekythos published Not. Sc. 1895, p. 190, Fig. 93. Note
on shoulder guilloche of two strands with rudimentary palmette filling, the
first example of a continuous ornament in this position ; also the Mycenaean
form of the guilloche below the figure zone.
FIG. 21. FIG. 22. FIG. 23.
(4) Fig. 22. Lekythos published Not. Sc. 1893, p. 458. Form very
tapering, resembling inverted alabastron; on shoulder wreath of leaves. This
vase is closely akin to the following :—
(5) Fig. 23. Alabastron published Not. Sc. 1895, p. 171, Fig. 67. The
leaf-wreath (fairly frequent just at this moment and subsequently dropped:
cf. Fouilles de Delphes. vol. v. pp. 152, 155), and the alabastron form are
probably both due to Corinthian influence. (5) was found outside a
sarcophagus in company with a scale lekythos; the tomb to which (4)
belonged had been rifled in antiquity, but the surrounding earth yielded
along with a mass of proto-Corinthian material pyxides with scale decoration.
It may be noted that on both vases the zones are divided by single lines
instead of the usual groups of three.
(6) In a vase in the British Museum (A 1053) we have another example of
the not very common alabastron. New features in this case are (a) the griffin,
(b) the developed form of the palmette wreath. On this and the lekythos of
Fig. 18 we have for the first time the lotus flower in unmistakable form and
the scheme, henceforth predominant, of a lotus flower with or without
opposed palmette alternating with palmettes, single or opposed. On (6) we
have also the earliest instance of the tendril not returning on itself,
but drawn through the petals of the second flower and running on to join
the third.82
Cf. Boehlau, Aus Ion. u. It. Kecr. Figs. 59 and 60.
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This group of finely executed vases with zones of animals and occasional
monsters has been much increased since Couve compiled his useful list of the
b.-f. lekythoi then known.83 Very much rarer at this stage are representations
of the human figure. Two examples in the geometric style have already
been quoted, but in the b.-f. we have so far only the warriors of the
"monomachia" lekythos of Fig. 18. The Boston lekythos84 on which a
warrior confronts a lion from whose back rises a human head is closely akin
to the Syracusan vase in its simple composition and delicate drawing. The
pot-hooks on the lip are more advanced than those of the " monomachia "
lekythos, for they have developed into a continuous wave design; and the
double spiral with triangular side-filling is new. The winged demon and
the full-face panther, here translated into the crouching attitude, are not
common in proto-Corinthian. The shoulder ornament is peculiar, affording
an instance apparently unique of the palmette enclosed by the tendril. The
lotus flowers are not connected with the tendril, but merely fill the spaces
between the palmettes.
The lekythos from Thebes85 reproduced in Fig. 24 marks a new departure
in that it affords the first example of a definitely mythological subject, the
rape of Helen by Theseus and Peirithoos in the presence of the Dioskouroi. The
vase is less advanced in execution than the ' monomachia' lekythos, the figure
of Helen in particular being exceedingly primitive; but other features suggest
that it is just about contemporary with it. The guilloche of three strands
with dots in the interstices is common to both, and the exceptional shoulder
FIG. 24.
ornament of the Helen lekythos, scales painted in outline alternately red and
black, indicates the influence of the scale lekythos. A new feature is the
profusion of varied ground ornament: most of the forms are new, several are
83
 Rev. Aich. 189S. Especially at Delphi
excavation has added to their number [Fouilles
de Delphcs, v. pp. 151, 152, 155) ; there are
two from Megara Hyblaea, unpublished, one
from Gela (Mon. Ant. Line. xvii. Fig. 241),
one, fragmentary, from Sparta, two in the
Florence Museum, and one, unnoticed by
Couve, at Cornet o.
84
 A.J.A. 1900, PI. V.
t5
 Rev. Arch. 1898, p. 213; also J. E.
Harrison, Prolegomena, Figs. 95 and 96.
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vague and undecided. We may also note on the neck the swastika, not
hitherto found. Akin to the Helen vase but more advanced is the Herakles
lekythos from Corinth in the Boston museum.86 It has in common with the
earlier example a mythological subject, and a copious use of ground ornament
of unusual forms, several of which, including the swastika and the double spiral
with side-filling, are found on both vases. The animal zone in place of the
palmette wreath on the shoulder is a mark of relative earliness; on the other
hand the guilloche with four strands is new, and the pot-hooks on the lip have
developed into the wave ornament. The composition is the most advanced
we have yet seen, and the. drawing, though clumsy, vivacious. The sword
carried by Iolaus is of the kind sometimes called the kopis, which is not in-
frequent on Attic vases of the fifth century.87
A lekythos in the Berlin museum88 whose subject is also a centauromachy
shews on comparison with the Boston vase a development which only just
FIG. 25.
stops short of the full perfection of the proto-Corinthian style. The drawing
is on a smaller scale, and the ground ornament, though profuse, is reduced to
two forms. The guilloche with four strands is again present, and on the
shoulder we have a peculiarly complex form of palmette wreath which does
not recur on later work. As on the alabastron in the British Museum
(A 1053), the tendril is drawn through the petals of the lotus flower. The
secondary zone of vertical zigzags is an archaic feature, which on later work
is replaced by the hare and dogs or other animals. This vase appears to
be distinctly later than that of Fig. 18. Fig. 25 represents a Syracusan
lekythos,89 the latest in point of style from that cemetery, which is at
about the same stage of development, though inferior in execution. It
agrees in many details with a similar vase in the British Museum w (A 1052),
A.J.A. 1900, PI. VI.
Other instances of these early attempts to advanced.
deal with the human form will he found
inadequately figured but fully described as
follows : Arch. Anz. 1894, p. 33, lekythos
from Rhodes, execution very rough : Arch. Anz.
1895, pp. 33 and 34, Figs. 4 and 5, much more
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 Arch. Zeit. 1883, PI. X. 1.
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 Not. Sc. 1895, p. 156, Figs. 43, 44.
80
 Arch. Zeit. 1883, PI. X. 2.
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and appears to be by the same hand. The division of the surface is identical
—wreath on the shoulder, main zone a hunting scene, second, dogs and
hare; round the foot double rays—and so is the type of the human figure
with disproportionately long legs. The detail of the throwing loop attached
to the spear is repeated, and also—more important and interesting—the
rippling of the shaft intended to represent the quivering of the weapon
as it passes through the air. It will be observed that in both cases
only the spear in flight is so represented. In Hellenic art it would be
difficult to parallel such an effort to visualise motion; but the rippled
stalks of flowers waving in the wind on the Aegaean pottery of Melos91
and the twanging string of a bow just released on a Cypriote vase92
are represented in the same manner. The shoulder wreath of the example
in the British Museum is peculiar in consisting entirely of lotus flowers, the
palmettes having degenerated into mere knobs, and in the arrangement
of the tendrils which, uniting the alternate flowers, take the form of a
' Bogenfries.' This lekythos is from Nola; in the Santangelo collection
in the Naples museum there is a lekythos of similar type from the same
site, at present unpublished. Here the main subject is a lion in combat
with three men; in the same zone a unique motive is found, two goat-
like animals, rampant, confronted in the old Mycenaean scheme over
a vague vegetable form. This vase is remarkable for entirely eschewing
incision: in one or two places minute reserved lines are used. To this
stage also belongs a lekythos from Gela,93 the design of which is
happily preserved to some extent by incised outlines, though the surface is
much ruined. The decoration of the lip is simpler than that of the Herakles
lekythos at Boston, and the pot-hook ornament remains a series of distinct
hooks, though the bases touch; while the shoulder ornament of opposed
lotus flowers and palmettes is not a true wreath, for the tendrils do not unite
the separate elements. But the subject—a battle—is new and characteristic
of the succeeding group of vases, of which the Macmillan lekythos is typical.
The composition is in one sense very simple, for the combatants are arranged
in four separate pairs, each alternate pair contending over a corpse. Within
the groups however the complication of crossing lines is considerable, and on
the whole this is the most ambitious piece of drawing we have had. A
second zone contains various animals and a griffin.
Distinctly later in style is a third lekythos in the Boston museum on
which is represented Bellerophon attacking the Chimera.94 Here for the
first time since the ' monomachia' lekythos we find three zones con-
taining respectively the mythological subject, the dogs and hare, and a
conventional design, the guilloche. It is significant that this last zone,
which was originally displaced from the shoulder to make room for the wreath
and on the ' monomachia' lekythos came between the other two, has now
sunk to the bottom preparatory to disappearing altogether. The hare-hunt,
n
 Phylakopi, PI. XXIII. 7. 9S Mon. Ant. Line. xvii. Fig. 116.
92
 Perrot et Chipiez, Cypre, Fig. 528. 91 A.J.A. 1900, PI. IV.
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sometimes with the human figure introduced, is after this the lowest zone ;
normally a secondary figure zone comes between it and that of the main de-
sign. The wave ornament on the lip has introduced a new feature: the spaces
between the hooks are filled by triangles, and a false impression of a return-
ing spiral design is produced. There is much varied ground ornament, but
the swastika and the double spiral with side-filling have dropped out; the
small lizard in the field is new. The sphinxes guarding what was originally
the sacred tree of Assyrian art are paralleled by the griffins of A 1053
in the British Museum and by the birds of a lekythos already referred
to.95 The tree itself is readily derived from such forms of the palmette
and tendril as are found on a pyxis from the Heraion.96
If we were right in dating the ' monomachia' lekythos at about 680, we
may regard these evidently more advanced vases as falling about 670 or 665.
Four lekythoi remain, which foi*m a group by themselves; they are
the chefs-d'ceuvre of the fabric and with the Chigi vase represent its latest
development. They are:
(1) The Macmillan lekythos, Brit. Mus., published J.H.S. xi. p. 167.
Zones: (a) Battle scene.
(b) Horse race.
(c) Dogs, hare, net conventionally represented, hunter.
(2) Lekythos, Berlin Mus., published Jakrb. 1906, p. 116.
Zones: (a) Battle scene.
(b) Race of quadrigae.
(c) Sphinxes, bulls, lion, boar.
(d) Dogs and hare.
(3) Lekythos in the museum of Tarentum, unpublished.
Zones : (a) Horse race, judges and tripod, sphinx.
(6) Lions, deer, bull, griffin, eagle.
(c) Running dogs.
(4) Lekythos in the Louvre, published Pottier, Melanges Perrot, p. 269.
Zones : (a) Battle scene.
(b) Dogs, hare, and net.
Features common to this group are the preference for military and
athletic subjects generally involving a large number of figures, the practice
of incising the entire outline of the objects represented and the absence of
ground ornament from the figure zones. The dog and hare zone of (4)
contains two forms of ground ornament (pot-hook and grouped rhomboids)
and there is a single lizard in the field of the main zone, but these are the
only exceptions. Further, all these vases have instead of the flat lip of the
earlier series some plastic motive (lion's-head, female head or heads); in the
case of the Berlin lekythos even the handle is replaced by a crouching lion.
95
 J.H.S. xi. p. 179. m Arg. Her. ii. \K 136, Fig. 69d.
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The Chigi vase, a magnificent olpe a rotelle found at Veii, though
rather later than this group, is closely connected with it. The body is
divided into four zones:
(a) Battle scene.
(6) Dogs, hare, wild goats, deer, in white silhouette upon black.
(c) Horsemen, quadriga, double sphinx with one head, lion hunt, Judgment
of Paris.
(d) Dogs, hare, hunters, bushes representing landscape.
A definite mark of later date is the new arrangement of the hair in
ringlets some of which hang in front of the shoulders. Hitherto we have had
only the coiffure called by the Germans ' Etagelocken,' i.e. a solid mass of
hair hanging down the back and divided by transverse ridges. Another
rare and probably late feature is the use of white on a black background,
a method employed for lotus and palmette motives in various positions on
the rim, neck, and shoulder as well as in the first dog and hare zone. This
technique occurs in conjunction with b.-f. on a sherd from the Heraion,97 and
in the limited form of applied lines on skyphoi and kylikes of the second
phase of the linear period. The double sphinx with single head is also new.
The battle zone has no ground ornament, the first dog zone only two large
dot stars; in the remaining two zones it is present, sparse, but varied in
form. The use of outline, which is employed for the head of the sphinx and
for the dogs of the lowest zone, is on the whole an archaic trait.
The Chigi vase is a sort of museum in which is preserved a record of
every phase through which the proto-Corinthian style has passed. The study
of the lekythoi has enabled us to arrange a rough sequence of types of decora-
tion as follows : (1) animals only or animals and monsters, the human figure
appearing in late examples, such as the ' monomachia' lekythos ; (2) mytho-
logical, heroic, and genre scenes, beginning before the end of (1) with the Helen
lekythos and continuing later ; (3) military scenes and games, beginning in
(2) (warrior vase of Gela) and continuing later. Every one of these types
appears on the Chigi vase, as well as groups of fine lines dividing the zones
and early forms of ground ornament. We have seen something of the
' hierarchie des genres ' in the ordering of the zones on the later lekythoi, but
no one of them equals the Chigi vase in completeness.
This conservative tendency contributed largely to the magnificent
development of proto-Corinthian art. No style could better illustrate the
robust individuality which enabled the infant art of Greece, encountering the
full tide of Oriental influences, to emerge from it unspoiled and unspent.
Foreign influence is frequent and various, though it is seldom possible to
indicate its precise source. Before the end of the eighth century we have
the palmette and tendril, and not much later incision and red paint; but
each innovation is accepted experimentally and tried in a variety of positions
and combinations before it finds an assured footing. Once admitted how-
97
 Arg. Her. ii. PI. LXIV. 2 a, b, c.
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ever it is not abandoned till its every possibility has been exhausted.
Already on the pyxis of Fig. 17 and the kindred lekythos four animals highly
characteristic of the style appear in forms which are a distinct though
barbarous foreshadowing of those which they are ultimately to assume.
There is nothing comparable to this in Early Corinthian, which receives its
beasts and monsters full-grown from foreign sources and reproduces them in
one unchanging formula. The gradual elaboration of the procession of
running dogs, a broken-down motive of lost meaning inherited from some
older art,98 into the exquisite hunting scene of the Chigi vase is eminently
characteristic of proto-Corinthian methods.
Corinthian influence seems to be unimportant, little being borrowed save
a few vase forms which never become common; not so Ionian, if the term
may be stretched to include the products of what are commonly called
Rhodian and Melian art. The guilloche and palmette and spiral motives are
found in Rhodian, and also the crouching griffin, in Melian or Delian the
crouching full-face panther," the same animal not crouching on Milesian
ware from Naukratis, and on Klazomenian sarcophagi. Most forms of proto-
Corinthian ground ornament are also found in Rhodian, e.g. the dot rosette
and dot star, swastika, double spiral with or without side-filling, and the
cross with foliated ends or with dots or triangles between the arms. Some
forms of cross and rhomboid seem to be proto-Corinthian adaptations from
Rhodian motives, e.g. ^ rap W _«* and perhaps the favourite pot-hook,
which is closely allied to the Rhodian bordered triangle with a hook
at the apex. Most of these forms are common to the Melian style.100 The
proto-Corinthian style shows a curious fluctuation in the use of ground
ornament. From lekythoi with dog zone only ground-ornament is generally
absent; on those with other animals there are generally dot or star rosettes,
often rather sparse, sometimes crowded, and occasionally a few other forms,
as on the specimen figured Arch. Anz. 1888, p. 247. Next comes a group
on which ground-ornament is profuse and generally varied, some Rhodian
forms appearing for the first time; they are the Helen, Boston Herakles,
98
 Perhaps, as Prof. Blyres suggests to me,
from some such Late Mycenaean motive as the
lunuing bulls and lions on the edgo of a caldron
from Cyprus, partially reproduced Perrot et
Chipiez iii. Fig. 355. Dogs pursuing a hare
occur on a late Geometric vase (Arch. Zcil,
1885, PI. VIII. 1, 6), but there is no need to
regard the motive as taken by proto-Corinthian
from a Geometric source: rather the converse
may be true.
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 J.H.S. 1902, p. 49. Fig. 1. It will be
noted that the figure does not represent an
actual vase, but elements combined from a
series of fragments.
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 A good many forms of Proto-Corinthian
ornament are also to be found on Boeotian
amphorae : cf. the long series found at Thera
and published by Dragendorff. The resem-
blances however are most notable in a vase of
unknown fabric reproduced in Figs. 419 and
420. The groups of numerous lozenges are
common to the griffin jug of the British Museum
and the Odysseus oinochoe from Aegina: in
Khodian and proto-Corinthian the number so
grouped is generally four. The vertical band
of lozenges and half-lozenges occurs both in
proto-Corinthian and proto-Attic (Burgon
lebes). The relation of proto-Corinthian to
proto-Attic, which is close, is certainly to some
extent that of a teacher; but there may also
be independent borrowings from common or
related sources.
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Berlin Herakles, and Bellerophon lekythoi, falling, as it appeared, between
685 and 665 B.C. Strictly contemporary with them is a series with no ground
ornament or one or two of the commonest forms sparingly employed; such are
the ' monomachia' lekythos, the third specimen in the Boston museum, and
those with hunting scenes; these again are followed by the Macmillan group,
from which ground-ornament is practically excluded. Finally comes the Chigi
vase on which a fair variety of the forms reappear. This phenomenon can
only be explained by the contemporaneous imitation of different models; it
remains to be seen whether there is any evidence by which to determine
what these were. Whether Rhodian ware is Milesian or not, there can be
little doubt that the textile style which it represents had its chief centre in
Miletus. At a later date, in the age of the tyrants, we have definite
information of relations between Corinth and Miletus, which may well have
begun soon enough to make Milesian products familiar in the region of the
Gulf in the early days of the proto-Corinthian fabric. Ionia also furnishes
precedents for a style which prefers a clean back-ground, early in type,
though actual examples mostly belong to the sixth century. From the
Klazomenian vases of Daphne ground ornament is altogether absent; on
Samian vases, if it is present at all, it occurs only in the form of sparse dot
rosettes. In this case the special relations of Chalkis, Corinth, and Samos,
uncertain in date, but probably early, may have brought a different set of
Ionian products into the Gulf; they would tend, while they lasted, to the
exclusion of Milesian goods.
The influence of the textile style, though strong for a short time and
associated with the most progressive work of the period, soon succumbs, and
is indeed alien to the spirit of the b.-f. style, of which sharp definition is the
leading characteristic. Incision, as we have seen, is more and more ex-
tensively employed, till finally it is used for the entire outline; but in
Rhodian and Melian it is not used at all, or at most appears as an occasional
intruder. Proto-Corinthian very rarely dispenses with incision in figure
drawing-, and seldom admits it into ground ornament; in the palmette wreath
of the lekythoi, whose early history we have traced in products of the linear
period, it never finds a place.101 It is absent also from the sacred tree, a
variety of the same motive, on the alabastron of the British Museum
(A 1053), where the griffins with their vigorous incising might be copied
direct from an Olympian bronze. In this the style seems to preserve a
true memory of the separate origin of its various elements.
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 It is very sparingly employed in the palmette and tendril design of the oinoohoe of Fig. 14.
